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HEADLINE: US, five Asia-Pacific nations unveil neN climate pact
BODY:

VIENTIANE (AFX) - The US and five Asia-Pacific nations have n rveiled here a pact they said would cut emissions of greenhousegases blamed for global warming.
In a 'vsion statement issued on the sidelines of a regional forur in the Lao capital Vientiane, the US, Australia, India, China, SouthKorea and Japan called for a non-binding compact to reduce emissions.
The new initiative does not have enforcement standards or a spECifiC time-frame for signatories to cut emissions, unlike the 1997Kyoto Protocol which the US and Australia have refused to ratify
The pact 'is not to be seen as a competitor to the Kyoto Protocol,'Australian Foreign Minister Alexander Downer said at a mediabriefing to unveil the Asia-Pacific Partnership on Clean Developn ent and Climate.
Areas of cooperation envisioned in the new pact range from theise of clean coal and nuclear power to that of wind and solar energy,according to the statement.
The six nations will also jointly develop technologies that 'promot) economic growth while enabling significant reductions ingreenhouse gas intensities.'
'The partnership will collaborate to promote and create an enabli g environment for the development, diffusion, deployment andtransfer of existing and emerging cost-effective, cleaner technolo les and practices,' it said.
It said the partnership will share experiences in developing and ir plemnenting national sustainable development and energystrategies, and explore opportunities to reduce the greenhouse g s intensities of our economies.
It said they will develop a non-binding compact in which the elem ?nts of this shared vision, as well as the ways and means toimplement it, will be further defined,
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BODY:
South Korea and five other Asia-Pacific countries agreed Thu day on anew partnership to promote environmentally-cleandevelopment and combat global warming, South Korean offici I said said.
The initiative, announced by top foreign ministry officials of the six Countries on the sidelines of the ASEAN-plus-three meetingcurrently underway here in the Laotian capital, outlines greater technical cooperation and sharing of information related to thereduction of greenhouse gases.

The five other nations are the United States, Australia, China, I ndia and Japan.
"The deal is to facilitate sustainable growth and to work togethf r on ways to develop technologies that are energy efficient and reducegreenhouse gas emissions," said South Korea's Foreign Minister Ban Ki-moon.
He said the parties also concurred on the need to develop new energy technologies like fuel hydrogen and cold fusion.
South Korean foreign ministry officials also said the countries " Il hold talks in November to discuss in detail their future energy andpower generation strategies.
The partnership, promoted by the United States, does not aim to replace the 1999 Kyoto Protocol on climate change and has nomandatory timetable for the six countries to cut back on greenh use gas emissions.
"The significance of the pact is that the United States, China an India, that together churn out 40 per cent of the world's greenhousegasses, have decided to work together on this endeavor,' said ministry insider.
The official in Vientiane said the partnership will also allow the cuntries to develop and accelerate the deployment of cleaner, moreefficient energy technologies while not hindering economic gro th, often cited as the reason some countries have failed to abide bythe Kyoto agreement,

The U.S. and Australia have so far refused to ratify the Kyoto Pmtocol because they claim such a move will be harmful to theirrespective economies.

Some analysts, however, said that without any clear legal obliga Iions, the partnership may be more about symbolism than actuallyachieving concrete results.

Under the Kyoto Protocol, industrialized countries are to reduce :heir carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gas emissions from 1990levels by an average 5.2 per cent between 2008 and 2012.
South Korea will be required to accept obligations to cut emissio isunder the Kyoto Protocol from 2013 because it is treated as adeveloping country.
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BODY:
A new pact on climate change announced Thursday after secretr egotiations by six nations is superior to the Kyoto Protocol and will



befairer and more effective, Australian Prime Minister ,JohnH, ar said Thursday.
The United States, Australia, India, China, South Korea and J ipan announced the agreement in a 'vision statement" issued on thesidelines of a regional forum in the Lao capital Vientiane.
In contrast to the 1997 Kyoto Protocol, which the United State and Australia have refused to ratify, it calls for a non-binding compactto reduce emissions of greenhouse gases which cause global warming.
"The fairness and effectiveness of this proposal wilt be superic r to the Kyoto Protocol," Howard said.
"it demonstrates the very strong commitment of Australia to re Jucing greenhouse gas emissions according to an understanding thatit's fair in Australia and not something that will destroy Australi n jobs and unfairly penalise Australian industries."
One of the arguments used against the Kyoto Protocol by Aus ralia and the US is that it does not require big developing countries tomake targeted emissions cuts - an absence that US Presideni George W. Bush says is unfair and illogical.
But developing countries say historical responsibility for global warming lies with nations that industrialised first, and primarily with theUS, which by itself accounts for a quarter of all global greenhouse-gas pollution.
Australia is the world's biggest exporter of coal, one of the foss I fuels responsible for carbon dioxide emissions, which industrialisedcountries are bound to trim under the Kyoto Protocol.
'It's in Australia's interests that we try and find a way of coal be ng consumed in a manner that does not add as much as it does nowto greenhouse gas emissions," Howard said.
"it is a matter of the national interest and common sense that A stralia should associate herself very vigorously with such a process."Australian Foreign Minister Alexander Downer said in Vientiane that details of the new deal - the Asia-Pacific Partnership on CleanDevelopment and Climate -- would be discussed at a meetingc f ministers from the six nations in Australia in November.
Australia's Environment Minister Ian Campbell left the door ope to more countries joining the pact.
"It's a partnership that's about developing technologies to make real achievements ... real greenhouse gas reductions, real progress insaving the climate," Campbell said.
"The target is to develop the very best technologies and to dept y them across these countries and to bring in new partners wherethey can be deployed as well."

Bush Administration Unveils Alternative Climate Pact
New York Times
By REUTERS
Published: July 28, 2005

WASHINGTON, July 27 (Reuters) - The Bush administration, wl ich is pushing alternatives to the Kyoto accord on global warming,unveiled a six-nation pact on Wednesday that promotes the use 3f technology to cut greenhouse gas emissions.

The six nations, the United States, Japan, Australia, China, India and South Korea, wilt build on existing bilateral agreements ontechnology sharing to control emissions, but will not set mandatoy targets.

President Bush said in a statement that the Asia-Pacific Partners ip for Clean Development and Climate, which will be formallyintroduced in Vientiane, Laos, would address global warming wh le promoting economic development.

But environmentalists criticized it as an attempt by Washington tc create a distraction ahead of United Nations talks in November inMontreal that will focus on how to widen the Kyoto accord to inc de developing nations after 2012.
The approach of looking to technology for solutions to global war ing was emphasized by Mr. Bush at the Group of 8 summit meetingin Scotland when he called for a "post-Kyoto era.' The United States, which creates the biggest share of greenhouse emissions, andAustralia are the only developed nations that have not ratified the Kyoto accord. But Japan, China, India and South Korea haveratified Kyoto, which demands cuts in greenhouse emissions by E.2 percent below 1990 levels by 2008 to 2012.
"As far as I can tell, there's really nothing new here," said Jeff Fie der, an analyst at the Natural Resources Defense Council in NewYork. He said that the bilateral agreements already served the pu pose of technology sharing but that companies would not have anincentive to deploy it without a strong signal sent by mandatory limits.



"I1 think this is aimed at complicating the Montreal talks," he ac ded.

Jim Connaughton, chairman of the White House Council on E ironmental Quality, said there was no attempt to undermine the Kyotopact.
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A pact unveiled by the United States and five Asia-Pacific natic n to cut emissions blamed for global warming is a welcomecomplement to the Kyoto Protocol but needs to be fleshed out i vth more details, Canada's foreign minister said Thursday.
'I'm pleased with the vision that is there. It is an acknowledgem nt of the problem we have with the climate change," Pierre Pettigrewtold reporters on the sidelines of a regional security forum.
The initiative unveiled by the United States, Australia, India, Ch na, South Korea and Japan called for a non-binding compact toreduce emissions.

It does not have enforcement standards or a specific time-frame for signatories to cut emissions, unlike the 1997 Kyoto Protocol whichthe United States and Australia have refused to ratify.
"This is progress but I am still waiting for the meat... I hope very much that there will be meat because we need that," said Pettigrew,whose country in December will host the first round of negotiatic ns on what happens after the Kyoto Protocol runs out in 2012.
"We will have to see how this will be developed," the minister s id.
President George W. Bush earlier walked away from the UN's Koto Protocol, which legally commits 39 industrial nations andterritories to trim their output of six greenhouse gases - especially carbon dioxide -- by 2012 compared with 1990 levels.
Bush's move damaged the US image and crippled the global cleanup effort by depriving it of the support of the world's biggest polluter.
But at a recent meeting of the G8 group of industrialized countries including Canada, Bush acknowledged the climate changeproblem, Pettigrew said.

The "vision statement" issued Thursday is a further step following that acknowledgement, he said.
"We really do welcome that very much and I hope that this will Iedto the Montreal conference in December on the environment in aconstructive way, in a constructive fashion," said the minister, wl o expects non-Kyoto signatories to participate in that conference.
Pettigrew said he does not see the new six-party pact as weaker rig Kyoto.
"I would say that in the vision statement they have acknowledge that this was a complement, it was not meant to replace Kyoto,' hesaid.

Australian Foreign Minister Alexander Downer said details of the new Asia-Pacific Partnership on Clean Development and Climatewould be discussed at a meeting of ministers from the six nation in Australia in November.
Their "vision statement" envisions the development of nuclear anJ solar power to reduce greenhouse gases.
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The United States, Australia, China, India, Japan and South K rea on announced Thursday a new treaty aimed at cutting greenhousegas emissions and reducing global warming.
The six nations said their vision for a 'non-binding compact" ci Iled the Asia-Pacific Partnership on Clean Development and Climatewould be developed at a meeting in Australia in November.
The following are some of the key points in a "vision statemeni'the six countries presented:
- The new partnership would promote the use of "existing and, merging cost-effective, cleaner technologies and practices, throughconcrete and substantial cooperation so as to achieve practica results."
- Areas for collaboration may include energy efficiency, clean c al, liquefied natural gas, combined heat and power, civilian nuclearpower, hydropower, wind power and solar power.
- The partnership would also cooperate on the development an use of technologies to "promote economic growth while enablingsignificant reductions in greenhouse gas Intensities."
This would include collaboration in the areas of hydrogen, nanc technologies, advanced biotechnologies, next-generation nuclearfission and fusion energy.
- The partners would "explore opportunities to reduce the green house gas intensities of our economies."
- They would consider "establishing a framework for the partne hip, including institutional and financial arrangements and ways toinclude other interested and like-minded countries."
- They would also try to engage the private sector and review th partnership on a regular basis.
- The six said the new deal was intended to complement the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change and the Kyoto Protocol.
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Six Asia-Pacific nations, Australia, China, India, Japan, South K rea and the United States, announced here Thursday to form theAsia-Pacific Partnership on Clean Development and Climate.
A vision statement announced at a joint press conference said th t the six nations will work together to create a new partnership todevelop, deploy and transfer cleaner, more efficient technologies and to meet national pollution reduction, energy security and climatechange concerns, consistent with the principles of the UN Frame, ork Convention on Climate Change ( UNFCCC).
The partnership brings together key developing and developed c untries in the region to address the challenges of climate change,energy security and air pollution, in a way that strives to encouraE e economic development and reduce poverty.
The statement emphasized that the partnership will be consistent with and contribute to efforts under the UNFCCC and willcomplement, but not replace, the Kyoto Protocol.



It said the partnership will collaborate to Promote and create ai enabling environment for the development, diffusion, deployment andtransfer of existing and emerging cost-effective, cleaner techn logies and practices, through concrete and substantial cooperation soas to achieve practical results.

"Areas for collaboration may include, but not limited to: energy efficiency, clean coal, integrated gasification combined cycle, liquefiednatural gas, carbon capture and storage, combined heat and p wer, methane capture and use, civilian nuclear power, geothermal,rural/village energy systems, advanced transportation, building and home construction and operation, bioenergy, agriculture andforestry, hydropower, wind power, solar power, and other renewables," the statement elaborated.
The partnership will also cooperate on the development, diffusi n, deployment and transfer of longer-term transformational energytechnologies that will promote economic growth while enabling significant reductions in greenhouse gas intensities.
"The partnership will share experiences in developing and impl menting our national sustainable development and energy strategies,and explore opportunities to reduce the greenhouse gas intensities of our economies," the statement said.
It said the six countries will develop a non-binding compact in %hich the elements of this shared vision, as well as the ways andmeans to implement it, will be further defined. "in particular, we will consider establishing a framework for the partnership, includinginstitutional and financial arrangements and ways to include other interested and like-minded countries.'
The partnership will also help the partners build human and ins itutional capacity to strengthen cooperative efforts, and will seekopportunities to engage the private sector. "We will review the artnership on a regular basis to ensure its effectiveness," thestatement added.

The press conference was jointly held by representatives from I es Governments of Australia, China, India, Japan, the Republic ofKorea and the United States.

REUTERS.)
KNOW. NOW.

Australia to host inaugural "Beyond Kyoto" meeting
Thu Jul 28, 2005 2:53 AM BST

VIENTIANE (Reuters) - Australia will host in November the first meeting of six nations which have agreed a pact to combat globalwarming by developing technology to cut greenhouse gas emissions, diplomatic sources said on Thursday.

The Asia Pacific Partnership on Clean Development and Climate will be introduced by the United States, Japan, Australia, China,India and South Korea at the Association of South East Asian N tions (ASEAN) regional forum later on Thursday.

In documents seen by Reuters, the six nations say the pact will seek to address energy, climate change and air pollution issueswithin a paradigm of economic development" and will "complement but not replace the Kyoto protocol'.

The United States and Australia are the only developed nations )utside Kyoto, which demands cuts in greenhouse emissions by 5.2percent below 1990 levels by 2008-12. Both say Kyoto is flawed because it omits developing states.

U.S. President George W. Bush said in a statement on Wednesc ay the Asia-Pacific partnership would address global warming whilepromoting economic development.

The six nations have likened the pact to a climate change plan o action agreed by the Group of Eight powers in Scotland earlier thismonth, with both emphasising the importance of strategic techno ogy development in addressing climate change.
One such technology identified by the partnership will be the dev l1opment and adoption of commercial carbon capture and storagetechnologies, which the six nations see as playing a crucial rolei i enabling deep cuts in global greenhouse emissions.-

The partnership will release a vision statement and is open to mc re like-minded countries joining the pact in the future.

As economies expand, the world is consuming more enemgy and s producing more greenhouse gas emissions, particularly carbondioxide from burning fossil fuels such as coal in power plants anc petrol in cars.

According to figures to be released by the partnership, the Six fo niding partners of the new pact account for 45 percent of the world'spopulation, 48 percent of the world's greenhouse gas emissions ~ nd 48 percent of the world's energy consumption.



Australian Environment Minister Ian Campbell said on Wednes Jay that the countries had been quietly working on the pact for months.

"It's quite clear the Kyoto protocol won't get the world to where t wants to go ... We have got to find something that works better --Australia is working on that with partners around the world," Campbell told reporters.

The Kyoto protocol, first agreed in 1997, came into force in Febrwary after Russia ratified it is of limited use because many signatoriesare far above their emission targets.

The United Nations' Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has said world temperatures are likely to rise between 1.4and 5.8 degrees Celsius by 2100, linked to the build-up of gree house gases from human activities.

Scientists say the planets average surface temperature has increased by about 0.6 degrees Celsius over the past century.

New climate plan 'to rival Ky N
By Richard Black
BBC Environment Correspondent

The US and Australia are developing a new pact on climat? change
with a group of Asian countries, believed to include China, ndia
and South Korea.

Australia's Environment Minister Ian Campbell said that details ould be
announced "in the very near future".

That could be as soon as Thursday, in a speech due to be giver by US
Deputy Secretary of State Robert Zoellick.

It is believed the pact will focus on technology transfer from indu strialised
nations to the developing world.

Australia and the United States are the two major industrialised i untries
which have not ratified the Kyoto Protocol, claiming it would dar age their

economies. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Details of the new pact havye so far
remained under wrapsBoth countries also criticise the protocol on the grounds that it d( es notinclude major developing countries such as China and India.

Something better

At anews conference in the West Australian capital Perth onW dnesday, Minister Campbell told reportersthat Kyoto could not achieve the level of greenhouse gas reducti ns which the majority of climate scientistsbelieved was necessary if climate change was to be kept within manageable bounds.

"We're going to have a 40% increase in emissions under the Kyoto 64 We're going to have aProtocol, and the world needs a 50% reduction," he said. 40% increase in emissions
under the Kyoto Protocol,"We've got to find something that works better." and the world needs a 50%
reductionDetails of the new pact have so far remained under wraps; but th are areindications that it will focus on technology transfer, probably with an Ian Campbell, Australia'semphasis on cleaner ways of burning coal. Environment Minister

According to the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and DE velopment (OECD), the four biggestproducers of coal in the world are China, the United States, India and Australia; so it is unlikely that thesenations would come up with an agreement to reduce the producti n and use of coal.

The final plan of action from this month's meeting of Ga leaders made clear that fossil fuel power stations are



going to be a dominant source of electricity for decades to corn , and reducing their emissions would be a
priority.

And ran Campbell gave strong hints of an emphasis on technol gy.

"We need to expand the energy the world consumes and reduce the emissions," he said in Perth.

"That's going to need new technologies: it's going to need the development of new technologies and the
deployment of them within developing countries - we need to engage developing countries, we need to
develop technologies which can be developed in Australia and exported around the world."

One of the Bush Administration's initiatives, Galled FutureGen, ains to develop coal-fired power stations thatessentially emit no carbon dioxide; this would work through various technologies including gasifying the coal
before burning it, and capturing and storing the C02 produced.

Environmental scepticism

Agreements with developing countries could provide an export market for these technologies.

But will this be enough to curb climate change? Environmental groups are sceptical.

"It's part of the Bush administration's strategy to prove that the t chnological approach is the answer to global
warming," the director of WWF International's Climate Change Frogramme, Jennifer Morgan, told BBC News.

"You only need to look at the way that emissions are going to see that's not the case."

WWF believes that pacts on technology cannot be seen as an alternative to the Kyoto Protocol; and DrRajendra Pachauri, chair of the Intergovernmental Panel on Clin ate Change, the scientific body which
advises the United Nations negotiations on global warming, agrees.

"it shouldn't distract from the Kyoto process - there is room for b th," he told the BBC News website.

"If countries like India could gain access to technologies like hyd ogen storage or zero-emissions power
generation, that would be beneficial for years to come."

Details of the proposed new pact are likely to emerge on Thursd y during the Regional Forum of the
Association of South-East Asian Nations (Asean), held in the La tian capital Vientiane.

The US Deputy Secretary of State, Robert Zoellick, and Australi 's Foreign Minister, Alexander Downer, are
likely to share a platform at 1030 Laotian time, and US officials haye hinted that they will announce an
environinental initiatiye.

INTERNATIONAL

SIX nations agree new climate pact

Environmental groups skeptical about effective ess

Thursday, July 28, 2005; Posted: 4:47 a~m. EDT (08:47 GMT) Th irsday, July 28, 2005 Posted: 0847 GMT (1647 HKT)



Details of the new climate pact were

unveiled in Vientiane Thursday.

VIENTIANE, Laos (AP) -- The world's top two air polluters the U.S. and China -- joined Australia, India, Japan and SouthKorea on Thursday to unveil a new Asia-Pacific partnershil to develop cleaner energy technologies in hopes of curtail Ingclimate-changing pollution.

They described the initiative as a complement to the Kyoto Prot col that commits 140 countries to cutting emissions of thegreenhouse gases blamed for global warming, but environment alists said the new pact lacked firm obligations to cut pollution and thatit might undermine the Kyoto accord.

The Asia-Pacific Partnership on Clean Development and Clina , also announced overnight in Washington, aims to create cleanertechnologies for energy-hungry economies such as China and I idia, meeting long-term energy needs while reducing pollution andaddressing climate concerns.

"We view this as a complement, not an alternative" to the Kyoto treaty, U.S. Deputy Secretary of State Robert Zoellick said at a jointnews conference by the six countries at an annual Asia-Pacific! ecurity conference in the Laotian capital Vientiane.

Emissions of carbon dioxide and five other gases are believed to be behind rising global temperatures that many scientists say aredisrupting weather patterns.

A landmark agreement negotiated in Japan's ancient capital of Kyoto in 1997 and ratified by 140 nations requires them to take stepsto reduce the emissions. The Kyoto Protocol went into force on February 16 this year.

However, the United States, the world's largest emitter of such gses, and Australia refused to ratify the agreement, saying it wouldharm the economy by raising energy prices, and cost five million jobs.

Their other objection is that China -- second only to the U.S. in e issions - and India are not required to follow the Kyoto Protocolbecause they are considered developing economies.

Australian Environment Minister Ian Campbell said Wednesday tat Canberra and Washington had negotiated the new agreement forthe past 12 months among the countries accounting for 40 percent of the world's greenhouse gas emissions.

The pact was finalized during secret talks in Honolulu on June 20-21, a diplomat said, speaking on condition of anonymity.

It said the countries could collaborate on clean coal, liquefied na ural gas, methane, civilian nuclear power, geothermal power, ruralenergy systems, solar power, wind power and blo-energy. In the long-term, they could develop hydrogen nanotechnologies, next-generation nuclear fission and fusion energy, it said.

Environmental group Friends of the Earth was skeptical about th pact because it contained no legally binding requirements to cutemissions.

"it looks suspiciously as though this will be business as usual for the United States," said the U.K.-based group's member, CatherinePearce.

"A deal on technology, supported by voluntary measures to redu e emissions, will not address climate change. This is yet anotherattempt by the U.S. and Australian administrations to undermine he efforts of the 140 countries who have signed the Kyoto Protocol,"she said.

The Kyoto Protocol imposes legally binding requirements on 35 i dustrialized states to cut emissions of greenhouse gases an



average of 5 percent below 1990 levels.

Average global temperatures rose about I degree Celsius in tI e 20th century, and scientists say that has contributed to the thawing ofthe permafrost, rising ocean levels and extreme weather.

Experts say further increases could seriously disrupt ecosystems, agriculture and human lifestyles.

.com

US unveils alternative plan to Kyoto treaty
By FT reporters
Published: July 27 2005 20:1 11 Last updated: July 28 2005 07: 0

(FINANCIAL TIMES, UK) The US unveiled an agreement with several Asian countries to develop technologyfor reducing greenhouse gas emissions but denied the plan was an attempt to sideline the United Nations-brokered Kyoto protocol.

Robedt Zoellick, US deputy secretary of state, who formally announced the pact at the sidelines of theAssociation of South-East Asian Nations meeting in Vientiane, Laos said the agreement was not in directcompetition to the Kyoto protocol.

'We are not detracting from Kyoto in any way at all. We are complementing it. Our goal is to complementother treaties with practical solutions to problems," he said.

However, the US has been seeking a way to move "beyond Ky oto and says the pact - called the Asia Pacific Partnership on CleanDevelopment and Climate - contrasts with 'broad international mmitments that lack a programme of action."

The partnership will include China, India, South Korea, Japan, Australia and the US. It will promote research and development forenvironmentally clean technology but does not set any new targ ts for greenhouse gas emissions, or involve specific commitments onthe transfer of technology from the US to developing countries.

Jim Connaughton, chairman of the White House Council on Env ronmental Quality, said the aim was to focus on 'practical efforts tocreate new investment opportunities and remove barriers to help each country meet nationally designed strategies and address thelong term challenge of climate change'.

Together the six countries generate 50 per cent of global greenh use gas emissions. The US and Australia are the only developedcountries to have rejected the Kyoto treaty, which requires devel 3ped countries to reduce greenhouse gas output by 2012.

China, India and other developing nations account for a rapidly rising share of the world's emissions of greenhouse gases such ascarbon dioxide but are not required to cut them under the Kyoto *reaty, which the US has branded unfair.

The deal could intensify pressure on the European Union, Cana( a and Japan - the strongest proponents of Kyoto to gain strongerbacking among poorer nations.

Catherine Pearce, climate campaigner at Friends of the Earth, tha environmental lobby group, said: "A deal on technology, supportedby voluntary measures, to reduce emissions, will not address clin ate change. This is yet another attempt by the US and Australianadministrations to undermine the efforts of the 140 countries whc have signed the Kyoto protocol."

Reporting by Amy Kazmin in Vientiane, Fiona H-arvey in London, Caroline Daniel in Washington and Tim Johnston in Sydney



US n pan o ypass Kyoto protocol
Paul Brown and Jamie Wilson in Washington
Thursday July 28, 2005
The Guardian, UK

The United States and Australia have been working in secret fo 12 months on an alternative to the Kyoto Protocol and will revealtoday a joint pact with China, India and South Korea to cut gree house gas emissions.

The deal, which will be formally announced by the US deputy St cretary of state Robedt Zoellick in Laos today when the five "partners'hold a press conference, comes a month after Tony Blair strug led at the G8 summit to get George Bush to commit to any action onclimate change.

Details of the agreement are not yet public but it is clear it is de! igned to give US and Australian companies selling renewable energyand carbon dioxide-cuffing technologies access to markets in A ia.

It is thought the pact does not include any targets and timetable for reducing greenhouse gas emissions, which the rest of thedeveloped world has signed up to under Kyoto.

The US, Australia and China are big coal exporters and are anx ous to develop and export clean coal technologies.

The existence of the pact appeared to come as a surprise to Downing Street yesterday.

The government eventually issued a statement through the Dep rtMent for Environment welcoming the agreement but warning that itcould not replace Kyoto. It also made clear that Mr Blair would c ntinue to discuss climate change with America, China and India, aspart of his G8 presidency.

Oliver Letwin, the Conservative environment spokesman, said it was "odd" that the padt had not figured in the Gleneagles discussionsbut added: 'I hope that it means Bush at last accepts the need to move in a sensible direction."

Tony Juniper, director of Friends of the Earth, described Mr Bus 's failure to disclose the deal at Gleneagles as "a poke in the eye forTony Blair".

The existence of the pact, and the fact it was designed as an alternative to Kyoto, were disclosed by Australia's environment minister,Senator Ian Campbell.

He said: "it is quite clear that the Kyoto protocol won't get the world to where it wants to go. We have got to find something that worksbetter. We need to develop technologies which can be develope in Australia and exported around the world - but it also shows thatwhat we're doing now, under the Kyoto protocol, is entirely ineffe tive. Anyone who tells you that the Kyoto protocol, or signing theKyoto protocol is the answer, doesn't understand the question."

Kyoto would fail because "it engages very few countries, most of the countries in it will not reach their targets, and it ignores the biglooming problem - that's the rapidly developing countries".

He disclosed that the US and Australia had been working on the eal for 12 months.

The British government statement said: "We welcome any action taken by governments to reduce greenhouse gases ... Theannouncement from Australia and others certainly does not repla ea the Kyoto process.

'Kyoto represents a historic first step in world cooperation but ne )ds to be built on post 2012 - that process continues in Montreal laterthis year. We made excellent progress on climate change at Gile eagles.

"The GB leaders, including President Bush, signed up to a plan o action to reduce emissions. In addition ... China, Brazil, Mexico,South Africa and India, were brought into the debate on energy n eds, development and climate change, on equal terms."



The trade agreements in the Kyoto protocol allowed develope( countries, and companies in them, to export clean technologies to
developing countries and make money by claiming carbon cre fits. These credits are the notional tonnes of carbon saved by using low-
carbon technologies and renewables to generate electricity rat ier than dirty coal or other fossil fuel plants. These deals are not open
to the US and Australia because they repudiated the treaty.

Environment groups across the world yesterday expressed do jbts that the US was doing any more than safeguarding its own trade in
technology.

Mr Juniper said that only a legally binding treaty which set targt and timetables to reduce greenhouse gas emissions would achieve
the 60% reductions which scientists said were required to saye the planet from climate change.

'I fear this is another attempt to undermine Kyoto and a messa ge to the developing world to buy US technology and not to worry
about targets and timetables."

US environmental groups agreed and pointed to an energy bill expected to move through Congress this week which includes $8.Sbn
in tax incentives and billions of dollars more in loan guaranteed and other subsidies for the electricity, coal, nuclear, natural gas and oil
industries.

The White House said that President Bush intended to sign the bill.
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VIENTIANE, LAOS July 28 AAP - Foreign Minister Alexander Downer today said a new six-nation alliance to combat global warming
would be a a "fresh new development" for the problem of clinate change.

Mr Downer formerly launched the alliance, bringing together A stralia, China, India, The United States, Japan and South Korea, at a
regional summit in the Laos capital, Vientiane.

He said foreign ministers, energy ministers and environment m nisters from the six countries would meet in Adelaide in November for
the first time to discuss sharing new technologies which would nake a real impact on global warming and greenhouse gas emissions.

The alliance, dubbed the Asia-Pacific Partnership on Clean De elopment and Climate, would compliment rather than replace the 1999
Kyoto Protocol and would not have binding targets for greenho se gas reductions, Mr Downer said,

"It is very important to understand that we are not trying to detr ct from Kyoto," he said.

"Climate change is a serious problem and it needs serious SOLu tions.

"The serious solution first of all involves all countries, not just s )me countries, and we must ensure that developing and developed
countries are all involved addressing these issues.

"In the end, the key to solving these problems is going to be in echnology, adopting new technology, cleaner technologies, making
those technologies work better."

Australia and the US are the only developed nations outside K) oto, which both have criticised because it does not include developing
nations.

The Kyoto Protocol calls on countries to cut greenhouse gas e issions by 5.2 per cent below 1990 levels between 2008 and 2012.

Mr Downer said he had discussed the new alliance with South ~ast Asian nations as the ASEAN Summit in Laos and expected
several would join the new group in the future.
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A newly-signed pact to combat global warming is more fair an effective than the Kyoto Protocol, Prime Minister John Howard says.

Australia has joined the United States, Japan, China, India an( South Korea in signing the Asia Pacific Partnership on Clean
Development and Climate.

The agreement is expected to be introduced at the Associatior of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN) regional forum in Laos later
today.

Mr Howard today welcomed the historic agreement.

"This is an historic agreement for the cause of reducing greenl ouse gas emissions," he told reporters.

"The vision statement that's been released in Vientiane tackle! head-on the need for greater emphasis on new and more effective
technologies to reduce the greenhouse emissions from the usi of fossil fuels."

The PM rejected suggestions the pact was largely symbolic.

He said it was superior to the Kyoto Protocol which both Austr ila and the United States has refused to sign.

"The fairness and effectiveness of this proposal will be superic r to the Kyoto Protocol," Mr Howard said.

"it demonstrates the very strong commitment of Australia to re Jucing greenhouse gas emissions according to an understanding that

it's fair in Australia and not something that will destroy Australi in jobs and unfairly penalise Australian industries."
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Australia expects other countries to join the greenhouse emissions pact it has signed with the United States, Japan, China, India and
South Korea.

The pact, which has been developed in secret over several months, was unveiled at simultaneous media conferences in Australia and
Laos today.

The nations have agreed to combat global warming by develo ing technology to cut greenhouse gas emissions.

Federal Environment Minister Ian Campbell said the Asia Pacific Partnership on Clean Development and Climate showed optimism
about the future in addressing climate change.

"We believe as a government that we can address climate chE nge if we work in practical partnerships,' Senator Campbell told
reporters.



"The countries we have represented here today that have worked for so long to build this new partnership and will begin work today
on the practical implementation of it can together make the difference the world needs on climate change.

'We will welcome in the future new partners to this partnershi .

Resources Minister Ian Macfarlane said the partnership had been formed against the stark reality that Kyoto would not deliver the
greenhouse gas reductions it set out to.

He said the key to reducing greenhouse gas emissions was in developing new technologies.

'If we look at the countries that ... represent not only half the population and economy, but also represent half of the energy
consumption in the world, you've seen technologies adopted i ithose countries, particularly in the area of energy production and steel
production, that will exceed the Kyoto reductions by 50 per ce it and that is the reality of where we are now,' Mr Macfarlane said.

"The future of greenhouse gas reduction lies in the introductio of new technologies."

He said those technologies were particularly in the area of cle an coal,

"So we are going to see an economic development process rL nning hand in hand with an energy security and environmental
responsibility policy through this partnership,' Mr Macfarlane Eaid.

"We're going to see policy integration, cooperation and collabc ration and we're going to see the new technologies that we know are
already being developed, make the real impact on greenhouse gas emissions that we need.

"We will see affordable, reliable and cleaner energy become part of the modern world and that is an important part of this partnership."
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VIENTIANE, Laos, July 28 (Xinhua) Singapore welcomes the iewly-formed six-nation Asia-Pacific Partnership on Clean Development

and Climate, Singapore Foreign Minister George Yeo said her Thursday.

"Any effective effort to ameliorate the problem of global climat change must involve the United States.

We see US leadership in this initiative as a positive developm nt," Yeo said.

The Asia-Pacific Partnership on Clean Development and Clin ate was jointly announced here Thursday by representatives from the
Governments of China, the United States, India, Australia, the Republic of Korea and Japan.

The partnership brings together key developing and developed countries in the region to address the challenges of climate change,
energy security and air pollution, in a way that strives to enco rage economic development and reduce poverty.
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The United States, Australia, India, China, Japan, South Kore iannounced on Thursday a new environment and energy partnership at
an annual Southeast Asian foreign ministers gathering in Vientiane.

The partnership between the six countries aims to develop and increase the transfer of technology between the members, in an effort
to tackle global warming and ensure sustainable energy security.

"This is a very important initiative and it reflects the depth of feeling we all have," said Alexander Downer, Australia's foreign minister.

"(It is) not only about access to energy, access to energy supplies that are secure and competitively priced so that economic
development continue to progress, but also about making sure in addressing those issues we are also tackling questions like climate
change and pollution," the Australian foreign minister said at t elaunch of the partnershi p.

The agreement between the six countries, which make up ov r half the world's population and economy, is not meant to replace the
Kyoto protocol agreement on climate change signed by 140 cuntries in 1997, representatives said.

"We view this as a complement, not an alternative to the U.N. framework convention on climate change and the Kyoto treaty," said
Robert Zoellick, deputy secretary of State.

"We will work together, in accordance with our respective national circumstances, to create a new partnership to develop, deploy and
transfer cleaner, more efficient technologies and to meet nati aI pollution reduction, energy security and climate change concerns,"
the six countries said in a collective statement issued on the s delines of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN)
Regional Forum (ARF).

The developed countries in the grouping will have to pay cose attention to the developing states, according to Zoellick, the U.S.
deputy secretary of state.

"One has to be careful to listen to ones developing country co interiparts to have a sense of how one can develop mutual interests if
one is going to be able to solve a problem," Zoelfick said.

The U.S. and Australia are not signatories to the Kyoto protoc I agreement, and the Australian foreign minister stressed that the
intention of the agreement was not to detract from the Kyoto a cord.

China and India, as developing countries, were not included ir the 1997 Kyoto Protocol. South Korea and Japan, defined as a rnch
countries, were among the 140 signatories to the pact.

Singapore welcomed the announcement made in Vientiane or Thursday.

"Any effective effort to ameliorate the problem of global climat change must involve the U.S. We see U.S. leadership in this initiative
as a positive development," the Singapore delegation to the A SEAN Regional Forum said in a statement.

Australia will host the inaugural ministerial meeting of the six-r ation grouping, due to be held in Adelaide. Environment and energy
ministers from the six countries will attend, said Downer.
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Australia expects other countries to join a six-nation Asia-Paci ic regional initiative announced in Laos this week to cut the greenhouse
gas emissions from factories, homes and cars that are changi ig our climate.

And why not? Signatories hold out the promise that the pact has no economic downside and that a fresh reliance on the alchemy of
modern technology will deliver more power while reducing carbon monoxide and other damaging emissions.

Too good to be true? Australian Conservation Council executi ve director Don Henry thinks so. Technology transfers are useful, he
says, but voluntary programmes like the one just agreed by A istralia, the United States, India, China, Japan and South Korea are not



going to cut greenhouse pollution by the required 60 per cent by 2050.

'The new pact risks being a lot of hot air." Henry said of the g andly titled Asia-Pacific Partnership on Clean Development and Climate
unveiled in Vientiane Thursday. "it needs to be complemented by strong international targets that require greenhouse pollution to be
cut - like the Kyoto Protocol.'

The Kyoto Protocol, negotiated among 140 countries in 1997 and which took effect in February, promises gain from pain: legally
binding requirements on 35 rich countries to cut greenhouse gas emissions an average of 5.2 per cent below 1990 levels by 2012.
Developing countries would join the tough-love rubric thereaft ~r.

Australia and the U.S. are the only two rich countries holding out against accepting Kyoto targets. They argue the pact is unfair
because energy-gobbling developing countries like China, In ia and Brazil aren't sharing the pain. They also argue that their
economies would be pummelled by the higher energy prices that dipping under the Kyoto targets would entail.

Prime Minister John Howard is upbeat about what he tellingly calls a "vision statement' that carries with it no targets, cash demands
or penalties for non-compliance.

"The vision statement that's been released in Vientiane tackles head on the need for greater emphasis on new and more effective
technologies to reduce the greenhouse emissions from the use of fossil fuels," Howard said in Canberra. "The fairness and
effectiveness of this proposal will be superior to the Kyoto Pr tocol."

The world will have to wait until the six partners get together in Adelaide in November to flesh out their "fresh new development" for
curbing climate change.

Howard said the focus of the meeting in the South Australian state capital would be on finding ways to cut the environmental cost of
relying on coal for power generation rather than exploiting sol r power and other whiz-bang alternatives to fossil fuels.

"The greater emphasis is on finding ways of reducing the greE nhouse gas emissions flowing from the exploitation of traditional energy
sources," the prime minister said.

This is in keeping with Howard's statement two years ago thal coal would be the staple of power generation in Australia for as long as
pits were workable. The coal industry employs 120,000 Austn ilans, backs the generation of 80 per cent of the country's electricity,
and its exports bring in 24 billion Australian dollars (16 billion J.S. dollars) a year.

"The reality is that the older fuels, of which we have large sup lies, are going to contribute the bulk of our energy needs," Howard
declared in 2004. "The energy advantage provided by our resources is something that Australia must not throw away."

The six partners in what some have called the "post-Kyoto" in tiative include four of the world's biggest coal miners - Australia, China,
the U.S. and India - and the ambition of the new grouping is t( install technologies round the region that will reduce the polluting
power of coal.

It's this that has led some to scoff at what was proposed in Vientiane.

Said Bob Brown, the leader of the Greens in Australia's parlianent: "This is all about taxpayers' money being diverted from developing
clean renewable technologies to try to make burning coal less dirty".

Howard and his ministers take another tack. They argue that they have done the world a huge service by engaging China and India in
efforts to stem climate change. Kyoto, they say, failed in that i didn't demand effort from rich and poor alike.

"The real answer to global emission reduction is engaging Ch na and India and the big emitters that don't have big commitments
under Kyoto,' Environment Minister Ian Campbell said. He tru lpetedl the new initiative, which has managed to rope in the two biggest
developing country emitters, as a triumph in a global effort at 'finding ways to produce that the technology that can see energy use go
up but emissions go down".

Howard has been careful not to traduce the 140 countries, inc uding India, China, Japan and South Korea, that embraced the Kyoto
process.

Kyoto stop-outs Australia and the U.S. have been labelled glo )al vandals for not picking up their share of the burden in cutting
emissions. Canberra will be hoping that through the new initia ive it will be seen as doing something positive to tackle the issue of
climate change.

The meeting in Adelaide later this year will be crucial in testing the commitment of the new partners. What analysts will be looking for
is a raft of cash commitments to develop technologies for filtei ing emissions and burying the carbon dioxide produced by coal-fired
power stations. These technologies are so far no more than e perimental.
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The European Union expressed scepticism on Thursday abc t a new pact between the United States and five Asia-Pacific nations
aimed at cuffing greenhouse gases in the future.

A spokeswoman for environment commissioner Stavros Dimas said the EU had not been in direct contact with the parties over the
accord, but that she believed it did not set mandatory targets Io reduce the gases that cause global warming.

'We are not very convinced that a voluntary agreement of this sodt will have the significant impact, which we need to combat climate
change,' said the spokeswoman, Barbara Hellferich.

She also said she believed the agreement, announced in Lao; earlier on Thursday, focused on using clean technologies rather than
coal, and could in now be seen as a substitute for the Kyoto c imnate change treaty.

"We believe, if that is the case, we have always supported clean technologies, but it can certainly not substitute any commitment in

terms of a Kyoto-like agreement," she said.

"The proof is in the pudding, what we need is to combat clinate change."

In a "vision statement' issued on the sidelines of a regional forin in the Laos, the United States, Australia, India, China, South Korea
and Japan announced their initiative on a non-binding compa t to reduce emissions.

The new initiative does not have enforcement standards ora pecifictime-frameforsignatoriestocutemissions, unlike thel1997
Kyoto Protocol which the United States and Australia have re used to ratify.

Areas of cooperation envisaged range from the use of clean coal and nuclear power to that of wind and solar energy.

The six will also jointly develop technologies that 'promote ec nomic growth while enabling significant reductions in greenhouse gas
intensities."
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Environmentalists Thursday condemned a new pact against lobal warming agreed by the United States and five Asia-Pacific
countries, saying it was self-serving and would not work.

The agreement by the US, Australia, India, China, South Kor a and Japan calls for a non-binding compact to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions which are blamed for climate change.

"Skulking around making secretive, selective deals will not a cmplish" a reduction in emmissions as called for in the 1997 Kyoto
Protocol, which the US and Australia have declined to ratify, !aid Greenpeace Australia.

"No doubt the (Australian) government has been cooking this scheme up for a while to cover up for their failure to ratify Kyoto, and to



try to prove that developing countries are abandoning Kyoto,' said spokeswoman Catherine Fitzpatrick.

"This is not the case. Unlike Australia, China, India and South Korea have all ratified Kyoto and are moving forward to implement their
commitments," she said.

"The suggested scheme is, unlike Kyoto, a voluntary scheme and all evidence shows that voluntary schemes do not work."

The Kyoto accord legally commits 39 industrial nations and te ritories to trim their output of six greenhouse gases - especially carbon
dioxide, the by-product of burning fossil fuels such as coal and oil.

The gases trap heat in the atmosphere and are blamed for gI bal warming.

Friends of the Earth Australia said the proposed alliance "doe5 not address the immediate need to cut greenhouse pollution by at
least 60 per cent by 2050.

"Although detail on the 'secret plan' is difficult to access, it ap ears to contain no binding commitments," spokesman Cam Walker told
AFP.

"By staying out of the 'main game', the Kyoto Protocol on greE nhouse gases, the US and Australia continue to be open to criticism
that they are only looking after their narrowly defined interests at the expense of the rest of the world," he said.

The leader of the opposition Australian Greens party, Bob Br wn, dismissed the new agreement as "a coal pact" involving four of the
world's biggest coal producers -- China, the US, India and Au tralia.

It was designed to "defend the coal industry in an age where it's the biggest industry contributing deliberately to the global warming
threat to Australia and the planet," he said.

In Geneva, the environmental group WWF said: "A deal on climate change that doesn't limit pollution is the same as a peace plan that
allows guns to be fired."

WWF said in a statement that any agreement to develop envi onmentaly friendly technology for energy use was no alternative for the
Kyoto Protocol.

"This seems to be another attempt by the (US President Geo e W.) Bush and (Australian Prime Minister John) Howard
administrations to draw attention away from the fact that their countries' emissions continue to rise," said Jennifer Morgan, head of the
WWF's climate change programme.

The Australia Institute, an environmental think-tank, describe the new accord as "nothing more than a device to cover up (the
government's) refusal to reduce Australia's burgeoning green iouse gas emissions and the abject failure of its policies."

Calling it a "Machiavellian pact", executive director Clive Ham [ton said "the main beneficiaries will be Australian coal companies,
some of the world's biggest greenhouse polluters.

"Study after study has shown that volutary agreements such as those foreshadowed in this treaty do not work."
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Japan said Thursday that a US-backed pact to reduce global arming would not undercut the Kyoto Protocol, the landmark treaty
championed by Tokyo that sets requirements to reduce greer house emissions.

The initiative unveiled in Laos, which Japan has joined along Nith Australia, India, China and South Korea, does not set enforcement
standards or a specific time-frame to cut emissions.

"This will complement the Kyoto Protocol as it is also aimed t reducing greenhouse gas emissions," said Akio Takemnoto, deputy



director for climate policy at Japan's environment ministry.

'Kyoto remains in place, and the new initiative focuses on trai sferrnng technology to developing countries to eliminate the emissions

of carbon dioxide gas," Takemnoto told AFP.

Japan has previously said it would try to persuade the United 3tates, its close ally, to join the Kyoto Protocol, which was reached in

1999 in Japan's ancient capital and came into force in Febwua ythis year.

The United States and Australia are the sole major industriali2 ad nations that have refused to join Kyoto, arguing that it is unfair as it
does not require emission cuts from growing developing natio is such as China and India.

But developing countries say the historical responsibility for gI bal warming lies with nations that industrialized first and primarily with
the United States, which alone accounts for a quarter of the wrid's greenhouse gas pollution.

The Kyoto Protocol requires Japan to cut greenhouse gas em ssions six percent by 2012 from the 1990 level.

Japan has showcased its eco-firiendly technology, which is the theme of the ongoing World Exposition in central Aichi province. But
the trade ministry has said that many Japanese industry sectc rs including steel risk failing to meet their self-imposed targets to meet
Kyoto.
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THE United States today joined China and India to unveil an Iternative plan to the Kyoto treaty on climate change.

The deal, which has been hatched in secret over the past yeE r, also includes Australia and South Korea in a plan to cut greenhouse
gas emissions without harming their economies.

The scheme was announced in Laos today and received a autious welcome from Britain, although Environment Minister Elliot Morley
said that he 'did not see it as an alternative to Kyoto'.

While 140 countries ratified the 1997 Kyoto agreement to red ice greenhouse gas emissions, Australia and the US refused because
developing countries weren't required to adopt emission targ ts. Under the new deal, American and Australian companies will be
allowed to sell renewable energy technologies to Asia.

The move comes after Tony Blair struggled at the G8 summit to get President George Bush to commit to action on climate change.
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The likely agreement between the US and several Asian cou itries on climate change highlights the importance of China and India in
negotiations on greenhouse gas emissions.



Both countries are showing rapidly rising emissions thanks to heir booming economic growth and dependence on coal and oil - "dirty'
fossil fuels that cause more emissions than gas.

According to research from the Pew Centre on Global ClimatE Change, China is the world's second biggest emitter of greenhouse
gases after the US, responsible for 15 per cent of the world's emissions. India accounted for 5.5 per cent of global emissions in 2000,
making it the world's fifth biggest if the European Union is counted as a single block.

The two nations are signatories to the UN-brokered Kyoto protocol on climate change, which came into force in February, but under
that treaty are not bound by any requirement to reduce their emissions of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases. The US has
rejected the Kyoto treaty, under which it would have to cut its -missions, on the grounds that it unfairly favours developing countries.
Australia is the only other developed nation to have rejected t ie treaty.

For these reasons, China and India, along with a handful of o her emerging economies such as Brazil, Mexico and South Africa, are
considered the main battleground for climate change. If these countries were to line up behind the Kyoto protocol, they would
effectively isolate the US internationally and increase pressure on President George W. Bush, who is already facing stronger calls
from within the US to do more to tackle climate change.

However, the US has been wooing developing nations with promises of technology transfer arrangements to take its line, which
avoids "puffing the world on an energy diet" to lower carbon emissions, and instead emphasises the role of future technologies that
would cut emissions. These include hydrogen as an energy s urce and methods of capturing and storing carbon as it is emitted.

The US has repeatedly emphasised its broad range of agree ents with numerous countries, including Australia, China, India and
Korea, as an alternative to the Kyoto treaty. Paula Dobriansk, ,US under secretary of state for global affairs, recently told the FT: "We
are assisting developing countries like China and India in hay ng access to the development of clean energy technologies. ...we see
that as very important.'

Environmentalists said yesterday that an agreement between Asian countries and the US that did not contain targets for cuffing
carbon emissions would be inadequate given the scale of the problem of greenhoUse gas emissions, which have driven the level of
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere to its highest for 400,000 y( ars.

Carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases trap infra-red h ton earth that would otherwise dissipate into space, causingeclimate
change. Jennifer Morgan of environmental pressure group W NF said: "A deal on climate change that doesn't limit pollution is the
same as a peace plan that allows guns to be fired."
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The United States appeared poised yesterday to forge an ag eement on climate change with several Asian nations and strengthen its
attempts to sideline the United Nations-brokered Kyoto proto ol.

Ian Campbell. Australian environment minister, confirmed Canberra was working on a regional proposal to combat climate change but
refused to divulge on details. Australia and the United States are the only countries to reject the Kyoto treaty, which requires
developed countries to reduce output of greenhouse gases by2012. "We've been working on bilateral and multilateral arrangements
on 'beyond Kyoto' for the past 12 months. We will be announ ing any future proposals in the very near future," he said.

He hinted developing countries would be a key part of the ini iative. "The main aim of effective action to reduce greenhouse gases is
to involve developing countries, who have legitimate needs to increase their energy use, but also we need to find the answer to the
global imperative of reducing emissions," he said.

China, India and other developing nations account for a rapi( ly rising share of greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide but are not
required to reduce their emissions under the Kyoto treaty, so ething the United States has branded unfair.



A deal between the United States and Australia, China and In ia would intensify pressure on the European Union, Canada and Japan
-- the strongest proponents of the Kyoto protocol -- to gain stri nger backing among poorer nations. Robert Zoellick, U.S. deputy
secretary of state, is expected to discuss the climate change agreement at the meeting in Laos today of the Association of South-East
Asian Nations.

The next stage of talks on the protocol are in Montreal in November. Much of the discussion is likely to focus on the role of developing
countries and the future of the treaty after 2012, when its provisions expire.

In contrast to the Kyoto protocol's requirement to cut emissiors, the U.S.-Asian agreement is likely to focus on technological remedies
for climate change, such as alternative fuel sources and ways of preventing carbon dioxide from reaching the atmosphere, where it
causes climate change.

The United States is already involved in bilateral and multilateral partnerships on climate change with Australia, China, India and
Korea. For instance, it is involved in a project with Australia to test technology for storing carbon dioxide underground.

However, environmental groups and scientists have warned t at relying on future technological fixes could be dangerous, as
emissions released now will affect the climate for a century.

Last week, the United States offered civil nuclear co-operation with India, which would -- if Congress agrees to lift the current
sanctions --enable the United States to share nuclear technol )gy.
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It is ironic, in a way, that George W. Bush owns a ranch in T xas.

Go back far enough and that land would have been no one's property, part of the apparently boundless rangeland of the American
west. An ocean of grass. Cattle heaven.

But we have long ago learned that to avoid what economists cli the tragedy of the commons - such as the overgrazing of common
land which lays waste the resource and leaves everyone imp verished - there comes a point where some form of rationing becomes
necessary: boundaries, fences, registries, property rights anc a market.

What divides the United States and its loyal sidekick, Australia, from the rest of the developed world is whether that time of rationing
and regulation has come for the atmosphere.

Can we continue to burn fossil fuels untrammelled and heedl )ss of the impact on the global climate? Or do we need a system akin to
land ownership or fishing quotas that limits those rights and emarket to ensure they flow to whoever values them most? The Kyoto
Protocol is, of course, an attempt to set up such a system.

But the largest emitter of greenhouse gases will have none oit. And that is not about to change, the chief US climate negotiator,
Harlan Watson, made clear on a visit to Wellington late last week.

At the Gleneagles summit this month, the leaders of the eight largest industrial power, plus China, India, Brazil, Mexico and South
Africa, agreed on a "plan of action". It is a package of worthy but modest measures to foster the development and uptake of clean
technologies.

Ongoing dialogue is scheduled among the GB plus five group, which includes the leading representatives of devolving countries which
collectively will soon exceed the developed countries in gree ihouse gas emissions.

But we should not see that as a path forward to some sort of multilateral agreement on a regime to succeed Kyoto after 2012 (the end
of the treaty's first commitment period).

The gaps are still too wide.

"Our European colleagues are still very much looking at a ta gets and timetable approach. We are looking more at a technology-
based approach and the 'plus five' are certainly not ready to adopt a targets and timetables approach,' Watson said. China, for
instance had made it clear in a number of fowums that econo ic development was its priority.



"So we think it is going to be an interesting forum to carry on tiscussions but it is too early to speculate on what will evolve.'

But, even viewed from this distance, it is clear that the US is reither monolithic nor immobile on the issue of global warming.

It is not just that hybrid cars are chic in Hollywood. Various cli nate-friendly initiatives are occurring at state and city level, notably
California's bid to regulate greenhouse emissions from car ex iausts.

Meanwhile, last month, senators John McCain and Joe Liebe man garnered 38 votes (out of 1 00) for a Kyoto-style cap-and-trade
regime within the US. The targets are less ambitious than tho se the US agreed to at Kyoto but later walked away from. It suggests the
Senate has moved some distance from 1997 when it voted 95-0 against any international agreement that would harm the US
economy and which did not impose commitments on develop ng country emitters.

But it is five fewer votes than McCain-Lieberman got two year ago. "We don't really think the cap and trade approach has gained
much more momentum in the Senate and the House [of Repr sentatives] would block it in any event,' Watson said.

"And, for an international treaty to be ratified, it requires a two-thirds majority in the Senate, no matter who is president.'

One of the ironies in all this is that what is arguably Kyoto's g eatest strength - its preference for market mechanisms rather than
regulatory fiat to achieve emission reductions - reflects US advocacy, but it is the Europeans who are trying to make it work. The US
had used the cap and trade system successfully to tackle em ssions of sulphur dioxide, the cause of acid rain.

The problem it has with Kyoto is that too much of the world's missions would fall outside the cap, even if the US was in.

"You certainly want emission reductions to be done in the most efficient, cost-effective manner. But the size of the pie and how you
divide up the pie is where you get into difficulty. The developE d world is soon going to be outpaced by developing country emissions."

The US Government prefers to put money - serious money. i1 has to be said - into research and development in areas with promise
for emissions reductions in the future, such as 'clean coal" te hnology. fuel cells and carbon capture and storage.

It is easy to dismiss this as corporate welfare and picking win iers, but such technologies do need to be developed.

But Kyoto's defenders would say that if the successor techno ogles are to be commercialised, they have to make sense to final
consumers of energy.

That is the case for having a price for carbon emissions built nto energy prices and climbing inexorably over time so that cleaner
technology is commercially viable.

"But we are seeing plenty of price signals now with US$60 01 and it is not clear to us, I guess, what additional price signals the market
needs," Watson said.

"You would have to raise taxes or do it through the back dooi via a cap and trade system which has the same effect. We haven't
figured out a way yet where you tax the economy and maint in appropriate economic growth. Not too many economies have figured
out how to do that."

That, it seems, is the bottom line.

While that view prevails in Washington, the geopolitics of clir ate change are going to stay intractably difficult.

Climate debate

Europe wants a targets and timetable approach.

The US wants a technology-based approach.

Developing countries think economic development is the pric rity.


